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Not to be monotonous in our observation that the Brits are always at the bottom of 
every dogpile, but.... 

https://youtu.be/rbsfynApnVg?si=H4Rik9YoMuitthNi

This video is worth watching, if only as a reprise to what we have already 
noted about the "legacy" of the still-present and not reformed British 
Empire.  

The Raj in India. 
The rape of the Ottoman Empire. 
The brutal suppression of Ireland. 
The Balfour Declaration. 
Israel created by an illegal British land lease.  
Territorial rule of the former Commonwealth. 
Betrayal of The United States. 
Apartheid and Segregation.
Invention of Concentration Camps.
Immoral horrific experiments on Dutch prisoners.
Mass genocide of German prisoners of war. 
Illegal mercenary occupations of other countries. 
Counterfeiting and commodity rigging. 
Identity and credit theft of entire countries. 
Institutionalized personage and barratry. 
Unlawful conversion of nationality and political status.
Corporatism substituted for Colonialism.
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National Governments usurped.  
Securitization of living flesh -- peonage and slavery. 
Deliberate, pre-planned war-for-profit. 
False Flags and pre-planned Fall Guys.
Theft of natural resources and asset stripping. 
Shameless propaganda campaigns.
Violent suppression of dissent. 
Use of social caste systems to divide and conquer. 
Privateering, racketeering, and inland piracy. 
Deliberate creation of divisions by religion and race. 
Elitism -- apparently based on criminal success. 
Collusion against both Catholics and Protestants.
Immoral trade in Baptismal Certificate securities. 
Destroying and distorting history.
Evasion of Treaties and Contracts. 
Immoral trade in Birth Certificates. 
Illegal drug trade, smuggling, and sex trafficking. 
The Boxer Rebellion. 
Deliberate betrayal of the Philippines.
Assassinations of Four U.S. Presidents.
Forced conscriptions and press-ganging.
Bank, securities, and currency rigging. 
Undisclosed and unconscionable contracting. 
Stock market manipulation and insider trading. 
Suppression of natural resource development. 
Obstruction of trade, e.g., the Nordstream Pipelines.
Interlocking trust directorates.
National-level breaches of trust. 
Entrapment and blackmail. 
Psychological warfare and brain-washing. 
Illegal biowarfare and weather modification. 
Deliberate release of nuclear waste: Iran,Iraq,Yemen
Crimes of State: Libya, Benghazi
Forced enrollments and enlistments. 
Forced accessions: Kingdom of Hawaii. 
The English Civil War and Seven Year War.



The American and French Revolutions. 
Napoleon and Central Banks.
The War of 1812, Crimea, American Civil War. 
WWI, WWII, Korea, Vietnam, Iraq I and II, Mali. 
Dozens of unreported African campaigns. 
And of course, there's more....
 
When you finally understand that so much of what we listed here was 
engineered by the British Crown for mercenary profit and coercive control--- 
history sucks in its breath.  

This tiny little island has been at the bottom of all this list and far, far more; 
the even smaller bastion of the Inner City of London in collusion with the 
City of Rome and City of Washington, DC, has ruled a hidden and criminal 
Empire of the City that has spanned and threatened the existence of the entire
Earth.  

The Americans who were used to finance and provide the muscle for all this 
didn't even know that they were acting as mercenaries and being set up as the
Fall Guys. 

There is no country called Great Britain; there never was. Great Britain is an 
international business structure cemented together by four National Trusts 
which have all been breached. 

Yet, strangely, the British Empire, a derivative of Great Britain, existing in 
the Jurisdiction of the Air, continues to have a life of its own nearly a century 
(1926) after its purported renunciation of Colonialism, peonage and slavery. 

Just as the Brits substituted themselves and their State of State organizations 
for our American State of State organizations after the so-called Civil War, 
and just as they are still trying to sneak into our Federal Republic and 
substitute their version of "a" Federal Republic for ours, they lied and never 
gave up Colonialism, peonage, or slavery.  



They simply changed jurisdictions, rebranded themselves as the UK, 
incorporated their business enterprises, and sailed right on, substituting 
Corporatism for Colonialism. They continued their practices of indentured 
servitude and enslavement, only now, they used paper instead of chains. 

They replaced their military with another kind of "Uniformed Officers" 
instead, and coined another oxymoron, "civilian military" to describe the 
weaponized Bar Attorneys, Medical Doctors, Registered Nurses, University 
Professors, and other Licensed and Regulated Professionals that they 
unleashed on the unsuspecting world.  

The vast majority of these people were conscripted under force of illegal 
licensure and were never even made aware of all the "professional 
obligations" to be imposed on them by the British Guild system and such 
innocuous-sounding organizations as the American Bar Association and 
American Medical Association and the National Banking Association and the
National Education Association and so on, which have been used to coerce 
the members of these professions to commit crimes and accept payola for 
doing so. 

Business as usual for the British Crown. 

The clueless Americans accepted all these "Associations" and bought the 
excuse that they were necessary to "discipline the professions" and "uphold 
professional standards" and "protect the public from quackery" --- when their
actual aim was to create an embedded "civilian military" dependent on 
licenses  and required to do whatever these Associations demanded of them. 

Like falsifying scientific studies and data to promote a belief in human-
caused global warming, which would then be used to justify Draconian new 
taxes on a worldwide basis. 

Like murdering a billion people (and more) using "vaccines" as a weapon 
injected by Medical Doctors and Registered Nurses. 



Like having the same Medical Doctors sign off on paperwork registering 
American babies as British Territorial U.S. Citizens. 

Like using PhD. Educators to dumb down three generations of American 
students to make us more compliant and too stupid to see through their lies. 

Like using other Juris Doctors to undermine our Law Schools to teach 
nothing but Codes and Court Rules instead of actual Law. 

Like using Certified Public Accountants to juggle two sets of books and rig 
the budgets of every "government" department and agency.    

Like using the same licensed CPAs and Insurance Agents and Brokers to 
siphon off massive Slush Funds and hide it from the American Public. 

On the morning of September 11th 2001, we heard Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld mumble something about losing "six trillion dollars".... just
mislaid it somewhere.  

The list goes on and on.  They've been leading all these "professionals" 
around like bulls with nose-rings formed of nothing more than paper.  

The British Empire, which is nothing but a crime syndicate, never went 
away; it just changed suits. 
And like it or not, it's time for the Rest of Us to sink it once and for all.   
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